Petition for Classification of Mineral Lands
(Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 2761)

Part I
Mineral Information

1. The petitioner's name, mailing address and interest (owner, lessee, agent, or other) in the area to be considered for classification.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

2. Name and legal description of petitioned deposit. Include acreage and the township, range, and section(s). Attach map (USGS 7 1/2 minute quadrangle or other appropriate map) showing the boundaries of the area the petitioner wishes to have classified.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

3. A description of the significant mineral deposits claimed to occur within the area described, including sufficient geologic and economic data to support the claim that the mineral deposits are significant as defined in the “Guidelines for Classification and Designation of Mineral Lands.”

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

a. Geologic setting (Attach map)

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Mission of the State Mining and Geology Board is to Represent the State’s Interest in the Development, Utilization and Conservation of Mineral Resources; Reclamation of Mined Lands; Development of Geologic and Seismic Hazard Information; and to Provide a Forum for Public Redress.
b. Mineral commodities

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

c. Value of deposit $a, b$ ____________________________

Tonnage $b$ ____________________________ Grade $b$ ____________________________

$a$ Gross selling price of first marketable product

$b$ Estimated values

The mineral information (Part I) of this petition and its supporting documentation are accurate and supportable by the supplied information and the deposit is as stated.

Signature of Petitioner

Date ____________________________
Part II

Land-Use Information

4. The name and mailing address of each recorded land owner and each recorded lessee in and adjoining the area described. (Attach separate sheet)

5. Action requested. Indicate the Mineral Land Classification category or categories that you deem appropriate for the mineral deposit(s) to be classified.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

The land-use information (Part II) to this petition and its supporting documentation are accurate and supportable by the supplied information.

Signature of Petitioner

Date _______________________

This petition form serves as a guide to content and format, and may be used to summarize attached supporting project-specific documentation that is professionally prepared in accordance with board requirements. Additional information sheets may be attached as necessary.

Professional reports, documents, calculations, plans, specifications, maps, cross sections, boring or trench logs, and diagrams, hereafter collectively referred to as documents, which must, under applicable law, regulation, or code, be prepared by or under the supervision of licensed professionals will not be accepted or considered by the SMGB, or a SMGB Committee, unless at least one copy of the document bears an original signature, stamp impression or seal, and date affixed by the author in accordance with applicable law and regulation. Unless otherwise directed or agreed in advance, all professionally prepared documents included in SMGB, or SMGB committee, meeting packages or presented to the SMGB in a meeting are to be in final form and must be signed, stamped or sealed, and dated in accordance with applicable law and regulation.